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The month of May has been so interesting in that a lot of activities have taken place. The
librarians started by sorting of books in the first week and placing them in the shelves
according to their relevance and also cleaning the library inside and outside. The first day the
library was opened to the public only 15 children came through. However things have
changed so drastically in the sense that now the library is visited by 40 to 55 people on a
daily basis, this achievement has been attained as a result of the strategies that the two
librarians have put in place such as when children come through to read the books, they are
also helped with the home work and also they are lectured on the importance of literacy as it
is the key to better learning in all other subjects. The librarians also seldom visit some
schools where they share notes on how best literacy can be taught to children.
The librarians also visited Youngnak to find out about the books in the container that need to
be taken to Chipulukusu Community Library. The response has not been overwhelming by
Youngnak management handling this issue, on three occasions that the librarians have
visited, they have always been told to give them enough time and also been promised that
within the shortest period of time they would be contacted so that the books are gotten but
that has never been the case. On one occasion the librarians were even accompanied by Mr
Phiri Emmanuel to Youngnak and in that meeting, Mr Phiri took time to explain and share
the documents in connection with the sharing of books but like always up to now there has
been no positive response.
The Librarians in the company of Mr Phiri Emmanuel also visited the George Compound
library to check on the books. However what they found was not encouraging, the books
were just mixed up, the children and people around don’t visit the facility, this came to light
when Hakky and Kelvin checked on the Visitors book which only showed that the last time
the library was visited by children was in 2021. For the George library to start functioning
well a lot has to be done like installing shelves, sorting the books, buying some tables and
chairs including a mat so that it can be conducive for reading and learning. Another aspect
which can help is, on selected days of a week Kelvin and Hakky can be delegated to go and
help out while going through schools to encourage the learners on the importance of reading
and also to be visiting the library to read, be helped with home work and borrow books.

Within the course of the month, a number of people have visited the library among others are
teachers from different schools, Head teachers who have been commending the work done at
the library by the librarians and also when these librarians visits some selected schools.
Parents also do visit on a daily basis so that they understand what really happens at the
facility, they appreciate the fact their children have a place where they do go for the purpose
of studying, reading and being helped with other facets of learning for free. They do echo
positive sentiments which even motivate the librarians even to do more with their work.
On Monday 30th May 2022 the week started on an interesting note, a good number of
children came through and they enjoyed reading and being taught how to read. It’s interesting
seeing children improving their reading skills.

On Tuesday 31st May 2022, the day started on a slow note in the morning but later in the
afternoon the numbers increased to 35. We had different grades coming through, grade 1,2 to
8. A lot of reading was done with these children. It was so amazing to be visited by a medical
doctor who enjoyed reading our books for 2 hours. He was impressed with the reception and
on how the children were being helped. He also later interacted with the children who were
present and encouraged and inspired them to be studying hard so that they can achieve their
anticipated dreams.

On Wednesday 1st June 2022, we had a busy day, 40 children came through the library for the
first time since we opened to the public hence there were a lot of reading activities and
spelling games. It is quite motivating that some children have embraced the reading culture in
the community to the extent that they do come through the facility on a daily basis so that
they can read a different book or novel and also ask for help with difficult words and also on
how some words ought to be pronounced and the meaning such words carry.

On Thursday 2nd June 2022, we had 40 children coming through the library. We also had a
planning Meeting with Director Phiri Emmanuel. In that meeting a lot of things were
discussed that would lead to a successful workshop which be held in August 2022. It was
suggested that on the topics to be presented in the workshop, planning to teach should be
included on the slot of topics, this will equip the teachers with the necessary knowledge that
they need especially to those who are not formally trained but also as a refresher course to
those who are trained. It was also suggested that the number of participants should be
increased from the initial 2 to 4 per school, further it was suggested that the workshop should
run for a week and then the other week should be for hands on, where 7 to 10 schools can be
arranged with children so that whatever will be presented will be seen into action as the
participants will have a task and chance of now implementing what they will acquire from the
workshop to the learners. It was also agreed that Zambia Development support foundation
will do the invitation of participants through the Librarians. It was also suggested that the
DEBS should be invited to grace the workshop. This task of inviting the DEBS was delegated
to Kelvin and Hakky. It was also suggested that ZDSF should be Incharge of preparing food
by Hakky and Kelvin was assigned the task of leading the program of the workshop. Mr Phiri
further told Hakky and Kelvin to prepare for the Video meeting with Michael and the
volunteers who will travel to Zambia later in August 2022.

Friday 3rd June 2022 was again a very busy day 55 people came through the library. The age
group was between 3 and 15. Lots of activities were done with these people according to their
level of education. Others read novels while others did spellings and others learnt the sounds.

Saturday 4th June 2022 we had 25 children who came through, sight words, reading of books
and spellings were the activities that were done with these children.

The month ended hence certain materials have finished which need to bought such as
handwash, 2 hardcover books, markers, ream of paper, A4 manila papers, face masks, toilet
cleaning materials and logistics.
In conclusion, the month of May has been so busy with full of activities, we have seen the
raise of numbers of children coming through the library from the initial 15 to 55 on a daily
basis. This is a great indicator that people are so appreciate of the facility and the services
being offered, it is also an indication that the facility has had a positive influence on the
community as seen by the positive sentiments by parents, teachers and other community
members who visit the library. We are predicting a continued raise of numbers especially
when we fully start implementing the mobile reading library in schools. The challenge being
faced is not having enough tables and chairs where readers can sit and study comfortably.
Another challenge we are facing is some children in the community passing through do throw
stones and hit the container with sticks, wires and other objects while library is running this
disturbs people studying inside, therefore we are kindly requesting if the facility can be
fenced with offcuts.

Attached is the attendance list of people who visited the library in the month of May 2022.
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